Hemoglobins (Hbs) with diverse functions are present in all kingdoms of life (1) (2) (3) . Oxygen transport in many animals and in the root nodules of nitrogen fixing plants is facilitated by "pentacoordinate" hemoglobins with open heme-iron sites that favor unhindered reversible oxygen binding (4) . Plants, animals, and some cyanobacteria also contain Hbs that differ from traditional oxygen transport proteins because of a common structural feature: a histidine side chain reversibly binds to the sixth coordination site of the heme iron in both the ferric and ferrous forms of each protein (5) (6) (7) . For this reason, these proteins have been termed "hexacoordinate" Hbs (hxHbs). While hxHbs can bind oxygen and other exogenous ligands, kinetic and equilibrium analysis of the reactions is much more complex than the bimolecular reactions observed with pentacoordinate Hbs due to competition from intramolecular coordination of the binding site. While many functions have been proposed for hxHbs from different organisms, and they have the biochemical capabilities to perform many reactions (4) , no clear role has yet been supported to the exclusion of others (6, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) .
A basic understanding of ligand binding in hxHbs is important in order to understand their potential physiological functions, and methods have been developed to characterize their kinetic and equilibrium properties (13) (14) (15) . Flash photolysis and rapid mixing have been used to examine ligand binding kinetics in many hxHbs, and both techniques have revealed multiphasic time courses for oxygen and carbon monoxide binding that cannot be accounted for using simple reaction models. In an effort to extract useful binding constants, it has been necessary to disregard heterogeneity in reaction time courses (6, 11, 12, 16, 17) . For this reason, different binding constants have been reported for some hxHbs that are dependent on how the reactions are initiated or on what time scales they are analyzed (16, 17) .
At room temperature, ligand binding to pentacoordinate Hbs is normally monophasic. The bimolecular rate constants observed do not depend on whether rapid mixing or flash photolysis is used to initiate the reaction. Due to this simplicity, kinetic rate constants can be used with confidence to calculate equilibrium constants. However, due to the complexity of reactions in hxHbs, this assumption is tenuous. Kundu et al. (14) were unable to reconcile equilibrium constants with kinetic measurements for plant and bacterial Hbs, but Hamdane et al. and Weber et al. have found more success with Ngb (9, 18) . Trent et al. (17) attempted to formulate a molecular model to account for heterogeneous, slow ligand binding to plant and bacterial hxHbs following rapid mixing. This model proposed a "closed", unreactive form of the protein that accounts for the majority of ligand binding in some cases, but in most others, the binding time courses are much slower than expected from flash photolysis experiments. Therefore, the kinetic events that reveal equilibrium constants for hexacoordination and exogenous ligand binding are still uncertain for many hxHbs.
An understanding of the relationship between kinetics and equilibrium binding is necessary to evaluate potential functions of hxHbs. Presented here is a methodical analysis of hxHbs from plants, animals, and cyanobacteria that compares results from flash photolysis and rapid mixing experiments to a quantitative independent measurement of equilibrium constants for hexacoordination. Our results propose a better model to account for multiphasic ligand binding following rapid mixing and demonstrate that plant hxHbs have distinctly lower equilibrium constants for hexacoordination than their vertebrate and cyanobacterial counterparts.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Recombinant Protein Production and Purification.
Maize hemoglobins (Zea mays ssp. Mays) Hbm1 and Hbm2 (GeneBank accession number: DQ171946), SynHb, and Ngb cDNAs were cloned into the expression vector pET28a (Novagen) for recombinant protein production. All proteins were expressed by the host strain BL21 Star DE3 (Invitrogen) except for Ngb, which was expressed by the host strain C41 (Avidis) in a fermentation apparatus described previously (17) . The expression media consisted of 20 L of Terrific Broth supplemented with 50 µg/mL kanamycin and 1 mL antifoam (Sigma). The strain was cultured at 37°C with O 2 (0.5 L/min) for 18 h without induction before being harvested by centrifugation (6000 rpm for 4 min). After cell lysis, the proteins were purified by a two-step process: (1) ammonium sulfate fractionation (35-40 and 90%) and (2) immobilized metal affinity chromatography (BD TALON, Clontech). Finally the protein solutions were dialyzed into 10 mM Tris, pH 7.0. The purification efficiency was analyzed with SDSpolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and spectroscopic analysis of Soret/280 nm ratios (Hewlett-Packard diode array). The other proteins were expressed and purified as described previously (5, 19, 20) .
Kinetic Experiments. Flash photolysis was used to measure the bimolecular CO association rate constant as described previously (13) . CO and methyl isocyanide (MeICN) binding was measured by rapid mixing using a BioLogic SFM 400 stopped-flow reactor coupled to a MOS 250 spectrophotometer. In a typical experiment, two syringes were used: one containing the protein solution in deoxygenated buffer and the other containing a N 2 -equilibrated solution, a CO solution, or a MeICN solution. Both syringes contained 100 µM sodium dithionite. A deoxy-ferrous spectrum was first recorded by mixing 150 µL of the protein solution and 150 µL of the N 2 solution. Time courses were collected at different ligand concentrations by recording the change in absorbance at a fixed wavelength (the Soret maximum, typically 417 nm). At least three kinetic traces were collected and averaged. After the final collection, the final ligandbound spectrum of the sample was collected.
All rapid mixing experiments were conducted at 20°C in 100 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7 Figure 2C is calculated using the following equation (as described previously (17)):
UV-Visible Spectroscopy. A Varian Cary 50 spectrophotometer was used for the imidazole titration of the leghemoglobin mutant H61A. This mutant protein was chosen for the calibration of spectral changes accompanying fractional hexacoordination because it readily binds imidazole in the ferrous form, thus, mimicking hxHbs. The titration was conducted by adding imidazole to the sodium dithionitereduced protein in 100 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, to achieve concentrations ranging from 0.02 to 1.6 mM. The curve in Figure 7B is fitted to the following equation to extract K D :
RESULTS
Kinetic
Considerations. The reaction associated with exogenous ligand binding to hxHbs is shown in Scheme 1.
By assuming a steady-state equilibrium between Hb H and Hb P, one can derive the following equation for the observed rate of the reaction (21) : (6, 12, 13, 16, 22) . However, previous analyses have not considered the situation in which an appreciable fraction of Hb P is present while k′ CO [CO] . k -H and k H . Under these circumstances, two phases are expected in the reaction time course as described by eq 2. In this equation, ∆A obs is the observed time course for binding, k′ obs,CO is calculated from eq 1, the fraction of Hb P and Hb H are denoted F P and F H , F H ) K H /(1 + K H ), and F P + F H ) 1. ∆A T is the total change in absorbance expected for the reaction (calculated independently from the ligand-free and ligand-bound absorbance spectra of the protein). Equation 2 predicts biexponential behavior with a fraction of ∆A T associated with CO binding to F P and a fraction associated with binding to the hexacoordinate species F H . The CO concentration dependence of the rate constant describing the reaction with F P (k′ CO ) is linearly dependent on [CO] , while that of the reaction with F H would follow eq 1 (as the second term of eq 2).
Three kinetic scenarios are possible for ligand binding to hxHbs in light of this idea. They are discussed here in terms of CO binding but are general for any exogenous ligand.
(1) F P is Appreciable (K H < 10) and k′ CO [CO] . k -H and k H . Two exponential phases are expected according to eq 2. The fast phase will be linearly dependent on [CO] and the slow phase equal to k -H. The fraction of ∆A obs associated with the slow phase will be equal to F H , facilitating calculation of
is greater than the dead time of the mixing apparatus, ∆A obs will be smaller than ∆A T (due to loss of the bimolecular phase in the mixing dead time), and ∆A obs /∆A T ) F H .
(2) F P Is Not Appreciable (K H > 10) and k′ CO [CO] . k -H and k H . Under these circumstances ∆A obs will be equal to ∆A T for all [CO] . A single-exponential phase will be observed that is equal to k -H .
(3) k′ CO [CO] Is Not . k -H and k H . Equation 1 (or the second term of eq 2) describes binding under these conditions, as the bimolecular reaction is not fast enough to sample the relative populations of Hb P and Hb H . Time courses will be single-exponential and dependent on [CO] as described for eq 1.
With eq 2 and these scenarios in mind, a set of binding time courses that vary in [CO] can, in some cases, define k -H , k H , and K H by examining not only the observed rate constants but also the change (or loss) in amplitude associated with the reaction. At very least they can elucidate the relationship between rate constants described in each kinetic scenario.
CO Binding to SynHb. Ligand binding time courses following flash photolysis of CO-bound SynHb are clearly biphasic, with both phases dependent on CO concentration ( Figure 1A ) (16) . When initiated by flash photolysis, the reaction is over in less than 0.1 s. We have shown previously that integration of Scheme 1 (with Hb total ) Hb P at t ) 0) predicts two phases of rebinding following flash photolysis (13) . Using this method and analyzing the two phases shown, Hvitved et al. (16) . An alternative method of initiating the binding reaction is rapid mixing in a stopped-flow apparatus. Time courses for CO binding to SynHb following rapid mixing are shown in Figure 1B . In contrast to Figure 1A , these reactions require over a second to reach completion at lower [CO] . In light of eq 2, the first point to notice about this collection of time courses is that each one is largely single exponential and exhibits the complete expected amplitude for the reaction (this is consistent with Kinetic Scenarios 2 and 3). The fact that the observed rate constants increase with CO is consistent only with Scenario 3, in which k′ CO [CO] is not so . If the values of k H and k′ CO are fixed from analysis of flash photolysis data, the solid curve in Figure 1C results from a fit to eq 1 with k -H as the fitted variable. These values are reported in the inset to Figure 1C and in Table 1 .
CO Binding in Plant hxHbs: RiceHb1. Heterogeneous CO binding in hxHbs first focused on a plant hxHb from rice (riceHb1) (13, 14) . Like SynHb, multiphasic ligand binding time courses following flash photolysis are observed, and hexacoordination rate constants have been calculated from that experiment (13) . Extensive analysis of CO binding to riceHb1 following rapid mixing was also reported in an effort to explain multiphasic time courses (17) . The model resulting from the previous rapid mixing study implicated a "closed", unreactive form of the protein to explain aspects of the binding time course that were not expected from the flash photolysis results. However, the "closed-form" model could account for only ∼60% of the binding time course for riceHb1 at low [CO] , and even less for higher [CO] and other hxHbs.
Here, we demonstrate that eq 2 provides a better interpretation for analysis of binding time courses initiated by rapid mixing. Figure 2A shows time courses for CO binding to riceHb1 (from 12.5 to 500 µM) with the y axis normalized to the expected change in absorbance (∆A T ) 1). The early parts of these time courses are shown in expanded detail in Figure 2B . It is evident that there is a fast phase for binding that results in amplitude loss in the dead time of the reaction at higher concentrations of CO. This behavior is consistent with the Scenario 1 predicted by eq 2 with k′ CO . As noted in Materials and Methods, the formulation of eq 2 is affected by k H in the second exponential term (as part of eq 1), and in defining the relative amplitudes associated with binding to F P and F H . Thus, if ∆A obs * ∆A T (as in this case), the definition of k H is very robust, as it results from two independently measurable aspects of each time course.
A comparison of the ability of eq 2 and the previous "closed phase" model (17) to account for these time courses is provided in Figure 2C (this fitting equation is provided in Materials and Methods). The fitted curves are calculated from the rate constants provided in Trent et al. (17) . The poor fit at longer time scales and higher [CO] was an admitted weakness of this model and is drastically improved by fitting to eq 2 ( Figure 2A,B) . Therefore, the ability of eq 2 to account for F P provides a much better fit to, and a simpler mechanistic explanation for, multiphasic time courses for ligand binding than the previous model. An additional benefit is the ability of eq 2 to exploit lost amplitude in the reaction to provide an independent estimate of K H .
CO Binding to RiceHb2. Rice (Oryza satiVa) contains at least two Hbs, which share 92% identity. Here, we use the methods described above to measure CO binding to riceHb2 to address the question of whether its properties are like those of riceHb1. Unlike riceHb1, riceHb2 exhibits singleexponential CO rebinding following flash photolysis ( Figure  3A) . A single-exponential decay is used to fit the CO binding time courses, and a rate constant (k obs ) is extracted for each [CO] . The plot of k obs versus [CO] is shown in Figure 3B , and the slope of the linear fit gives us k′ CO equal to 1.8 µM -1 s -1 . These results suggest k H , k′ CO [CO], such that very little competition for CO rebinding is provided by the internal His side chain (13). However, CO binding following rapid mixing is more complex (Figure 3C,D) . Quantification of the time courses requires at least two exponential terms, and only a fraction (0.3) of ∆A T ( Figure 3D ) is observed at higher [CO] . As was the case for riceHb1, this behavior cannot be simply explained by the reaction model leading to eq 1 but is readily interpreted using eq 2 and Scenario 1. Therefore, from the fraction of slow phase remaining (0.3) and the rate constant extracted from this time course (15 s -1 ), we obtain K H and k -H , respectively. The rest of the reaction is due to F P reacting rapidly (at least compared to k H ) with CO. The lost amplitude at higher [CO] results from k′ CO [CO] approaching the reaction dead time, while at lower [CO], the full amplitude is observed. With k′ CO measured from flash photolysis, and with K H and k -H measured at high [CO] by rapid mixing, k H can be extracted from fits of eq 2 to each time course in Figure 3D . These are the values for each rate constant that give rise to the fitted curves shown in this figure and in Table  1 .
CO Binding to Maize Hbs (Hbm1 and Hbm2
). Like rice, maize (Zea mays ssp. mays) contains two hxHbs that share 60% identity with each other and between 80% (Hbm1) and 60% (Hbm2) identity with the hxHbs from rice. In the case of Hbm1, the time courses for CO binding following flash photolysis fit to single-exponential decays similar to those of riceHb2. The plot of k obs versus the [CO] is shown in Figure 4A . The slope of the linear fit is the CO bimolecular rate constant (k′ CO ) and is equal to 1.4 µM
. When the reaction is monitored by rapid mixing, the results are again comparable to riceHb1 and riceHb2, showing loss of amplitude as [CO] increases ( Figure 4C ). As [CO] is increased (up to 500 µM), the observed amplitudes decrease (∼50%), indicating that the hexacoordinate fraction is equal to 0.5, with a K H ) 1. The values for k H and k -H resulting from this analysis fall between those of the two rice proteins ( Figure 4C , Table 1 ).
Results from analysis of Hbm2 are shown in Figure 5 . Surprisingly, Hbm2 exhibits a significantly larger bimolecular rate constant for CO binding ( Figure 5A ). The value of 44 µM -1 s -1 is closer to that of SynHb than the other plant hxHbs. This rate constant is one of the fastest among plant hxHbs and is comparable to human Ngb (6). With such a large value of k′ CO , one would expect a significant loss in amplitude in the mixing experiment if F P were appreciable. However, panels B and C of Figure 5 show that this is not the case. ∆A T for the reaction at this concentration of protein is shown in Figure 5B to Here, we are interested in using rapid mixing and eq 2 to analyze ligand binding to the two human hxHbs, Ngb and Cgb, to reconcile these differences. Analysis of the faster phases of binding (as in Trent et al. (6) Figure 5 (conforming to Scenario 2). If K H is smaller (and k H faster), the collection of data should more closely resemble that of the other plant hxHbs (conforming to Scenario 1).
Panels A and B of Figure 6 , show CO binding following rapid mixing to Ngb and Cgb, respectively, with the ordinate axes normalized to ∆A T for the reaction. For both proteins, the expected ∆A T is observed at each [CO]. However, the time courses are markedly biphasic. Ngb time course fit to 2.3 s -1 (70%) and 0.2 s -1 (30%), and Cgb to 0.5 s -1 (70%) and 0.085 s -1 (30%). To demonstrate the necessity of the biphasic fits, single-exponential time courses simulating 100% fast (dashed) and 100% slow phase (dotted) binding for each protein, respectively, are included in Figure 6 .
As time courses are the same at each [CO] , and ∆A obs ) ∆A T , these data support Scenario 2 for both proteins. The rate constants observed at each [CO] for Ngb and Cgb are thus best interpreted as k -H . The value reported here for Ngb is much closer to that reported by Dewilde et al. (12) ) than that reported by Trent et al. (6) . However, neither previous study revealed the fraction of binding occurring at <1 s -1 that accounts for 30% of the reaction time course, and the second phase of binding is not expected with Scenario 2. One possible explanation for these two fractions is the potential of both Ngb and Cgb to form internal disulfide bonds, and that the different fractions reflect the relative . They also reported a "similar effect" in Cgb but with a smaller magnitude. An investigation of this possibility for both proteins using rapid mixing is shown in Figure 6C ,D.
After a treatment of 24 h at 4°C with 10 mM DTT (as described by Hamdane et al. (9) ), the protein solutions were reacted with 1 mM CO. The resulting time course for Ngb is indeed slower but still exhibits two different phases of binding with nearly equal amplitudes. Surprisingly, the time course for DTT-reduced Cgb is faster and more monophasic than the untreated sample. Therefore, these results for Ngb are consistent with a disulfide bond affecting binding kinetics as described by Hamdane et al. (9) , but this is not the cause of biphasic time courses observed for each protein. Furthermore, the direction of the subtle shift in k -H for Cgb resulting from DTT shown here is opposite to that reported by Hamdane et al. (9) .
Reactions with Other Ligands. All of the reactions measured so far have been CO binding to the ferrous form of each protein. To be sure that this behavior is not specific to this ligand, we used methyl isocyanide (MeICN) as ferrous ligand that, like CO, binds in the presence of sodium dithionite (25) . These reactions were conducted with Ngb and Cgb because their time courses should be completely limited by k -H and, thus, independent of ligand concentration and the k′ L value specific to each ligand. As shown in the inset of Figure 6A ,B, no significant differences in ligand binding were observed for MeICN binding to Ngb and Cgb compared to CO. In both cases, two phases were observed with only minimal differences in the fractions of each phase compared to those for CO binding. Therefore, these experiments support assignment of the k obs following rapid mixing as k -H . This observation is in agreement with recent measurements of O 2 and NO binding in Ngb (26) .
An Independent EValuation of K H Correlates with Values Measured by Rapid Mixing.
The preceding studies were designed to provide a test of the reaction mechanism proposed in Scheme 1 by investigating time courses for ligand binding to hxHbs. The three rate constants extracted from this analysis are k H , k -H , and the bimolecular rate constant for the exogenous ligand (k′ L ), in this case CO. An important affinity constant K H can also be measured; it can be calculated as k H /k -H or extracted from eq 2 as the fraction of the reaction that binds very slowly in a rapid mixing experiment. Our results so far suggest that the slower rates of binding observed by rapid mixing are the best predictors of k -H (and thus K H ). Here, we demonstrate the quantification of an independent measurement of K H for comparison to the values we have measured kinetically.
Ferrous bis-histidyl heme has a characteristic absorption spectrum exemplified by cytochrome b 5 . Plant hxHbs were the first hemoglobins to be identified with a similar spectrum (19, 22) . The most notable feature of this spectrum is two visible bands near 555 and 529 nm (the R and bands, respectively) in the reduced "deoxy" absorption spectrum of the protein ( Figure 7A ). This is in contrast to the broad, single band near 558 nm found in most pentacoordinate Hbs (27) . The goal of the experiment in Figure 7 is to draw a quantitative relationship between the visible absorption spectrum and K H . To calibrate the relationship between K H and the visible absorption spectrum, a titration of H61A soybean leghemoglobin was carried out. Wild-type soybean leghemoglobin is pentacoordinate but has a distal His side chain that blocks high-affinity imidazole binding in the ferrous form (28) . The H61A mutant protein has a higher affinity for imidazole that facilitates titration at reasonable [imidazole] . Figure 7A shows the spectral transition from pentacoordinate to hexacoordinate heme upon imidazole addition. Figure 7B displays the normalized change in absorbance at 555 nm (reflecting F H ) along with a fitted curve depicting a K D for imidazole of 0.12 mM. The equation used to fit this curve is provided in Materials and Methods.
A convenient feature of the absorption spectrum to correlate with F H is one that is independent of absolute protein concentration. Therefore, the ratio of the R band (555 nm) absorbance to that at the trough between the R and bands (540 nm) was used. The correlation of this ratio with the known F H at each [imidazole] (calculated using the K D of 0.12 mM) is linear for H61A leghemoglobin ( Figure 7C ), suggesting that A 555 /A 540 is a good predictor of F H and K H . The ratio of A 555 /A 540 for each hxHb is plotted versus its expected value of F H as calculated from K H in Table 1 (open circles in Figure 7C ). While these pairs of data show more noise than those of H61A leghemoglobin, a fitted line for them lies directly on top of the control titration, suggesting that this method is a good predictor of the degree of hexacoordination in hxHbs.
DISCUSSION
In under 10 years we have seen the discovery of hxHbs in nearly all plants and animals along with cyanobacteia. The present experiments were conducted in order to clarify and consolidate ligand binding in these proteins as a class and to provide the simplest method for evaluating the rate and equilibrium constants for hexacoordination. We have demonstrated that time courses for ligand binding to this diverse collection of proteins following rapid mixing can be explained by one of three kinetic scenarios (at the top of Results Flash photolysis is the only method for measuring the bimolecular rate constant (k′ L ) for ligand binding to the pentacoordinate form of the Hb (Hb P ). If there is an appreciable F P , and k′ L is very slow, the rapid mixing experiment will not provide k′ L directly; under these conditions, the concentration dependence will be equal to k′ L [L]/(1 + K H ) and one cannot resolve k′ L independently. If there is appreciable F P and k′ L is rapid, the bimolecular reaction will likely be lost in the dead time. If there is no F P , k′ L cannot be separated from k H using the mixing experiment. Fortunately, no matter how complex the flash photolysis time courses appear (for example Figure 1A) , k′ L is readily measurable as the dependence of the observed rate(s) on [L] (13) .
Once k′ L is known, rapid mixing experiments can provide rate constants for hexacoordination as long as k′ L [L] can be increased to the point where k -H becomes limiting. This is illustrated in Figure 8 for hypothetical hxHbs with k′ L ) 10 µM
, and k H varying according to the label in the figure. For the proteins with the three lower values of k H , it would be easy to determine k -H from the asymptote. Only at k H ) 10 000 s -1 (for this example) does the time course prevent direct observation of k -H . However, at high enough [L], one could overcome very large values of k H to assign k -H . Therefore, the power of this technique is limited mainly by ligand solubility. Finally, an additional benefit of eq 2 is its use of amplitudes in the analysis of stopped-flow reactions. By comparing ∆A obs and ∆A T , it is possible to measure K H directly for hxHbs that exhibit binding according to Scenario 2. 
mM). (B)
From a cross section of these data at 555 nm, the dissociation rate constant for imidazole was calculated to be 0.12 mM. For each imidazole concentration, the ratio of A 555 /A 540 is plotted versus F H (filled circles) and fit to a line (solid line). For the hxHbs, the ratio of A 555 /A 540 is also plotted versus its F H using the values listed in Table  1 . A fit to these data (dashed line) is parallel to the control experiment from panel A.
Additional Binding Phases ObserVed by Flash Photolysis.
While the results presented here clarify binding following rapid mixing and demonstrate that these rate constants correlate with K H at equilibrium, we are left with the question of the cause of the multiphasic time courses following flash photolysis in many hxHbs. One possible explanation is different protein conformations with microscopic values of k H and k -H . The crystal structures of SynHb in the presence and absence of bound ligand support this possibility (29) . When an exogenous ligand is bound, His 46 (which coordinates the ligand binding site in the absence of exogenous ligands) moves completely out of the heme pocket and is accompanied by major rearrangements in the B and E helices and the EF loop (30) . It is possible that the conformational change that facilitates hexacoordination following flash photolysis follows more than one pathway, causing heterogeneity in the time course for ligand rebinding.
Alternatively, solvent or another amino acid side chain could transiently coordinate the heme following ligand photolysis causing multiphasic time courses. This possibility is supported by the absorbance spectrum of the H46L and H64L mutant proteins of SynHb (16) and Ngb, respectively (11, 16) . These are the hexacoordinating His side chains in each, and the mutant proteins show coordination of some other ligand (presumably solvent) in the absence of exogenous ligands. Finally, an unusually large amount of roomtemperature geminate rebinding of CO could also cause heterogeneous time courses following flash photolysis (11, 16) .
Plant hxHbs. Plant hxHbs have surprising variability in kinetics within and across species given their high degree of sequence conservation. The variability in k′ CO is much larger than that for myoglobin from different animals (27) . This is consistent with results published earlier for the Arabidopsis Hbs where two hxHbs (GLB1 and GLB2) and one trHb (GLB3) are found with dissimilar expression patterns (31, 32) . Consideration of both expression patterns and kinetics results suggests that Hbs inside the same plant could have different functions in the specific regions where they are expressed (31).
Alternatively, plant hxHbs could exhibit kinetic variability in the absolute values of some rate constants but have the same function due to the specific combinations found in any particular plant. This is true for plant leghemoglobins. Soybean and lupin leghemoglobin have quite different rate constants for oxygen binding, but the specific combinations of association and dissociation rate constants in each give them the same overall affinity constants for oxygen that are necessary for their common function in root nodules (28, 33) .
Each of the plant hxHbs exhibits ∼5-10% of the expected ∆A T that is slow (∼1 s   -1 ). This has been observed previously (17) , and the cause is not obvious. It is notable that this rate is near that of the faster k -H values for Ngb and Cgb. This suggests that the coordinating His might spend a small fraction of its time locked into a tighter bond with the heme iron that is more similar to the structures observed for Ngb and Cgb (34, 35) .
Human hxHbs. Ngb and Cgb are two very different hxHbs (36). They are expressed in different tissues and their kinetic and affinity constants for oxygen and CO are quite different. But with respect to hexacoordination, they share some common features that are distinct from the plant hxHbs. Both have comparatively slow values for k -H and subsequently higher values of K H . Both also have a much larger degree of unexplained time course heterogeneity than the plant hxHbs. One possible explanation for this in Ngb is different conformations of the bound His 64 (37, 38) . The structure of the murine Ngb displays two different conformations for the heme iron associated with two tautomers for the distal histidine. These conformations were found at a ratio of 70: 30, exactly that reported here for the ratio of absorbance amplitudes describing the fast and slow fractions of the time courses for CO binding.
It has been shown that CO binding induces a major heme displacement accompanied by a rearrangement of the EF-F-FG region and the CD loop (10, 37, 38) . It has also been shown that the disulfide bond in the CD region can affect the kinetics of hexacoordination by lowering k -H for Ngb (9) . Our results suggest that this effect is not the same for Cgb, where an increase in k -H was observed in the presence of DTT. So, it seems that the E-helix and the CD region are important in controlling the ligand affinity but that the effect of rearrangement is specific to each protein.
In conclusion, the results presented here clarify our understanding of ligand binding in hxHbs in three ways. First, they demonstrate that the slower phases of CO binding following rapid mixing are the best estimate of k -H , as it is these values that correlate with an independent spectroscopic measurement of K H . Second, they present a mechanistically simple explanation for multiphasic time courses in hxHbs that have appreciable fractions of pentacoordinate heme. Finally, the direct comparison of hxHbs from plants, animals, and bacteria using these methods indicate that the plant hxHbs have much lower values of K H than the others.
